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A B S T R A C T

We introduce a target capture next-generation sequencing methodology, the ONETest Coronaviruses Plus, to
sequence the SARS-CoV-2 genome and select loci of other respiratory viruses. We applied the ONETest on 70
respiratory samples (collected in Florida, USA between May and July, 2020), in which SARS-CoV-2 had been
detected by a PCR assay. For 48 of the samples, we also applied the ARTIC protocol. Of the 70 ONETest librar-
ies, 45 (64%) had a (near-)complete sequence (>29,000 bases and >90% covered by >9 reads). Of the 48 ARTIC
libraries, 25 (52%) had a (near-)complete sequence. In 19 out of 25 (76%) samples in which both the ONETest
and ARTIC yielded (near-)complete sequences, the lineages assigned were identical. As a target capture
approach, the ONETest is less prone to loss of sequence coverage than amplicon approaches, and thus can
provide complete genomic information more often to track and monitor SARS-CoV-2 variants.

© 2021 Fusion Genomics Corporation. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
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1. Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing is widely achieved using the
amplicon next-generation sequencing (NGS) ARTIC methodology
(Tyson et al., 2020). Because of its ease of use and low cost of
sequencing, ARTIC has become the method of choice among many
laboratories. Notwithstanding its advantages, the ARTIC PCR primer
set needs to be maintained and updated due to amplicon dropouts
(Tyson et al., 2020), which may be caused by primer interactions
(Itokawa et al., 2020) or mutations at primer binding sites (Kim et al.,
2021). Without continual upkeep, amplicon sequencing may yield
incomplete SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences and therefore create a
loss of valuable genetic information. This could weaken our vigilance
towards SARS-CoV-2 mutations, which may impact our diagnostic,
therapeutic, and vaccination efforts (Chen et al., 2021), and SARS-
CoV-2 lineages, especially variants of concern such as B.1.1.7 and
B.1.135 that may enhance the virus’ transmissibility or lethality (Iaco-
bucci, 2021; Tegally et al., 2021; Volz et al., 2021).

Alternatively, SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing can be accom-
plished using probe-based liquid-phase hybridization followed by
NGS (Charre et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2021; Nasir et al., 2020).
A major appeal of target capture NGS methodologies is its capacity
to enrich samples for a practically limitless repertoire of genetic
loci without needing to constantly update the primers and to deal
with multiplexing issues encountered with amplicon-based
approaches. Indeed, virome target capture NGS methodologies
have been developed (e.g., Briese et al., 2015; Chalkias et al., 2018).
Another advantage is that target capture NGS approaches perform
better than amplicon NGS approaches in degraded samples (e.g.,
archived FFPE samples [Zakrzewski et al., 2019]). A validated target
capture NGS solution with end-to-end automation for concurrent
detection and sequence characterization of SARS-CoV-2 and other
common respiratory pathogens can be a powerful tool for genomic
surveillance of respiratory infectious disease in the post COVID-19
era and can play a crucial role in timely generation and dissemina-
tion of genomic data.

The ONETestTM is a pre-commercial target capture NGS platform
developed by Fusion Genomics Corp. (Burnaby, BC, Canada). The plat-
form offers a sequencer-agnostic end-to-end NGS workflow that
includes library preparation, probe-based liquid phase hybridization,
and bioinformatics analysis (see the workflow in Fig. 1). The ONE-
TestTM Coronaviruses Plus (http://www.fusiongenomics.com/onetest
platform/coronavirusesplus/), based on the ONETestTM platform, has
been demonstrated to enrich samples for select genetic loci of various
respiratory viruses (e.g., influenza A viruses) in a separate study (in
preparation). Furthermore, the ONETestTM EnviroScreen, also based
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on the ONETestTM platform, has been shown to detect diverse sub-
types of avian influenza viruses in wetland sediments (Himsworth
et al., 2020; Kuchinski et al., 2020).

To capture the full-length genome of SARS-CoV-2, we have
expanded the probe design of the ONETest Coronaviruses Plus. Here,
using the updated ONETest, we sequenced the SARS-CoV-2 genomes
in 70 retrospectively selected samples, which were initially tested at
the University of Florida (UF) Health Shands Hospital Clinical Labora-
tory during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. We also processed a
subset of them (n = 48) using the ARTIC protocol for Illumina
sequencing. These data allowed us to demonstrate the ability of the
ONETest to determine the genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2 from
respiratory samples.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Ethics

Approval for this study was obtained from the University of Flor-
ida Institutional Review Board (IRB202001328).

2.2. Sample collection

We retrospectively selected 70 samples in which SARS-CoV-2 had
been detected by a PCR assay. Nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs (n = 61)
and endotracheal aspirates (n = 9) were collected from patients, who
had respiratory illness and were suspected to have COVID-19, at UF
Health Shands Hospital in May (n = 31) and in July (n = 39), 2020.
Among the patients, 30 (43%) were male and 40 (57%) were female.
The mean age of the patients (§standard deviation) was 46.1 (§19.8)
years (range, 5 to 102 years; interquartile range, 27.8 to 54.0 years).
Three of the patients had 2 separate samples collected 7 to 12 days
apart; one patient had 4 samples, of which 2 samples were collected
in May (1 NP swab and 1 endotracheal aspirate on the same day) and
2 samples were collected in July that were duplicate samples. The
samples were initially tested for SARS-CoV-2 using a FDA Emergency
Use Authorization qualitative PCR assay (GeneFinderTM COVID-19
Plus RealAmp Kit from OSANG Healthcare Co. Ltd., South Korea),
which targets the RdRp, N, and E genes. We retrieved from storage
the Ct values from the OSANG PCR assay for 50 out of the 70 samples
(71%), but we were unable to obtain the Ct values for the other 20
samples due to hard drive failure on one of the PCR instruments. We
retrospectively selected 70 samples in which SARS-CoV-2 had been
detected by the PCR assay.

2.3. RNA extraction

Nucleic acids were isolated from 200mL of the samples and eluted
in 100 mL, of which 10 mL was tested for SARS-CoV-2 by the ELlTe
InGenius� platform (ELITechGroup, Puteaux, France) using the Gen-
eFinderTM COVID-19 Plus RealAmp Kit, as per the manufacturer’s
instructions. The remaining 90 mL of de-identified RNA extracts were
then shipped to Fusion Genomics Corp. (Burnaby, BC, Canada). Each
Fig. 1. The major steps of the ONETest protocol. The ONETest workflow has 4 stages: (1) li
Input to the ONETest protocol is extracted nucleic acids, or specifically total RNA in this
16.5 hours, were performed using proprietary kits from Fusion Genomics Corp. Sequencing o
this study, and took 26.5 hours. Finally, SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences were reconstructed
10 minutes to run per library. In total, the ONETest workflow in this study took 52 hours.
RNA extract was treated with DNAse (MilliporeSigma Canada,
Ontario) and partitioned into 2 aliquots. One aliquot of 11 mL of RNA
extract was processed using the ONETest protocol, and the other ali-
quot of 2 mL of RNA extract was processed using the ARTIC protocol.
A higher input volume was allocated for the ONETest because the
ONETest protocol involves depletion of human and bacterial ribo-
somal RNA, whereas the ARTIC protocol does not. Hence, in this
study, we ensured that the ONETest had adequate input material for
successful library construction following rRNA depletion.
2.4. ONETest: probe design

We expanded the ONETest probe set (QuantumProbesTM; http://
www.fusiongenomics.com/onetestplatform/), which originally tar-
gets non-SARS-CoV-2 respiratory pathogens, to capture the entire
SARS-CoV-2 genome based on the Wuhan-Hu-1 reference sequence
(NC_045512.2). Additionally, we designed probes to capture the
nucleotide variants frequently observed in SARS-CoV-2 genomes
(>1%; retrieved from NCBI GenBank in July, 2020) and to cover the
GC-poor regions (<35% GC) of the virus’ genome.
2.5. ONETest: library preparation, target capture, and NGS

Next, we processed 11 mL of total RNA extract from each sam-
ple using the ONETest protocol (Fig. 1). Target-enriched Illumina-
compatible libraries were prepared from total RNA using the
ONETest kit from Fusion Genomics Corp. (Burnaby, BC, Canada). In
brief, total RNA was subject to removal of human and bacterial
(Gram positive and Gram negative) rRNA using targeted rRNA
probes and enzymatic digestion. Depleted RNA was then reverse
transcribed using adapted random primers, resulting in frag-
mented cDNA. Whole transcriptome amplification was then per-
formed, and resulting cDNA was ligated with Illumina-compatible
indexed adapters, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The indexed libraries were mixed with Illumina adapter-specific
blocking reagents, and target-specific biotin-labeled QuantumP-
robes (Fusion Genomics, Burnaby, BC, Canada) in a hybridization
solution. Hybridization was performed overnight at 50°C. The tar-
get-probe duplexes were then captured by using streptavidin
coated magnetic beads and non-specific fragments were iteratively
removed by washing off with increasingly stringent wash buffers.
Enriched libraries were universally re-amplified for 20 cycles using
Illumina adapter-specific primers. Normalization and pooling of
the enriched libraries were based on quantification using the
Quant-iT HS dsDNA kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, ON, Canada).
Molar quantification of the pooled library was performed using
NEB Library Quant Kit (New England Biolabs, Whitby, ON, Canada).
The pooled library was sequenced as 2 £ 150 nt reads on an Illu-
mina NextSeq 500 instrument (Illumina Canada, Vancouver, BC,
Canada), as per the manufacturer's instructions. The entire ONET-
est workflow, as performed manually in this study, took approxi-
mately 52 hours (Fig. 1).
brary construction, (2) target capture, (3) sequencing, and (4) bioinformatics analysis.
study. Library construction and target capture, which respectively took 9 hours and
f the libraries was conducted using an Illumina NextSeq 500 instrument (2 £ 150 nt) in
using the ONETest pipeline described in Materials and Methods, which took less than
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2.6. ONETest: NGS data analysis

Reads from the ONETest libraries were analyzed using an in-house
bioinformatics pipeline. The pipeline preprocesses raw NGS reads
using a custom C/C++ program (removing adapter sequences, trim-
ming off poor-quality bases of <Q30, and filtering out reads of <50 nt
and reads with low complexity of normalized trimer entropy of <60,
poor mean base quality of <Q27, or percent G of >40%). Reads were
discarded that mapped to the human genome sequence (GRCh38.
p13, release 35) using bowtie2 v2.4.2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012).
Then, it aligned the remaining reads to the SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1
reference sequence (MN996528.1) using bowtie2 (with the settings
“−very-sensitive-local −score-min G,100,9”), marking duplicate
reads using samtools v1.11 (Li et al., 2009). Finally, the pipeline per-
formed comparative assembly to reconstruct consensus SARS-CoV-2
genome sequences using bcftools v1.11 and in-house scripts. Nucleo-
tides were called at positions that were covered by >9 reads (exclud-
ing duplicate reads); otherwise, they were masked as Ns. Discounting
poor-quality bases of <Q15 and excluding duplicate reads, nucleotide
variants were filtered out unless (1) their quality score was ≥Q15, (2)
they were supported by >1 forward aligned read and >1 reverse
aligned read, and (3) they were supported by >25% of the reads; a
maximum depth of 300,000 was allowed during pileup. Indels were
normalized after calling. For a position to be considered as a starting
point for any indel, it was checked whether >9 and ≥80% of the reads
support any indel starting at that position. If the aforementioned fil-
ters were passed for a position, candidate indels were filtered out
unless they were supported by (1) ≥50% of the reads, and (2) >1 for-
ward aligned read and >1 reverse aligned read. The pipeline was
implemented in C/C++ and Python using a combination of in-house
software and third-party tools, including Biopython v1.78
(Cock et al., 2009), bedtools v2.29.2 (Quinlan and Hall, 2010), pybed-
tools v0.8.1 (Dale et al., 2011), samtools/bcftools/htslib v1.11 (Li et al.,
2009), pysam v0.16.0.1, pandas v1.1.3, and Snakemake v5.26.1
(Koster and Rahmann, 2012).

2.7. ARTIC protocol

We processed 2 mL of RNA extract from each sample using the
ARTIC Illumina protocol (https://www.protocols.io/view/covid-19-
artic-v3-illumina-library-construction-an-bibtkann). This protocol
utilizes 2 pools of ARTIC V3 primer pairs to amplify 98 »400 nt
partially overlapping regions that tile the entire SARS-CoV-2
genome (https://github.com/artic-network/artic-ncov2019/blob/
master/primer_schemes/nCoV-2019/V3/), which were ordered
from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada). Libraries were con-
structed using TruSeq Nano from Illumina Inc. (Illumina Canada,
Vancouver, BC, Canada), as per the manufacturer’s instructions.
Libraries were normalized, pooled together, and sequenced as
2 £ 150 nt reads on an Illumina NextSeq 500 instrument (Illumina
Canada, Vancouver, BC, Canada). Reads from these libraries were
analyzed using a bioinformatics pipeline (v1.3.0; https://github.
com/connor-lab/ncov2019-artic-nf) that automates the ARTIC data
analysis protocol for Illumina reads (https://artic.network/ncov-
2019/ncov2019-bioinformatics-sop.html), which utilizes bwa mem
(Li, 2013), samtools (Li et al., 2009), and iVar (Grubaugh et al.,
2019).

2.8. Sub-sampling analysis of the ONETest libraries

We sequenced the ONETest libraries at 2.66 million 2 £ 150 nt
reads on average, nearly 4 times as deep as that of the ARTIC libraries
(0.63 million 2 £ 150 nt reads on average). To assess whether the
observed differences in genome coverage between the ONETest and
ARTIC libraries might have resulted from deeper sequencing of the
ONETest libraries, we conducted a sub-sampling analysis in which
we compared down-sampled ONETest libraries with the full ARTIC
libraries. Using seqtk v1.3 (https://github/com/lh3/seqtk), we ran-
domly down-sampled (without replacement) the 2 £ 150 nt reads of
each ONETest library so that the resulting library had the same num-
ber of reads as the matched ARTIC library; each ONETest library was
sub-sampled 3 times in this manner to generate 3 simulated repli-
cates of the library. Then, we analyzed those sub-sampled reads to
determine which positions were poorly covered across the SARS-
CoV-2 genome in the simulated ONETest libraries.

2.9. Depth of sequence coverage analysis

Using bedtools, we generated depth of sequence coverage profiles
for the full ONETest libraries and the sub-sampled ONETest libraries
based on bowtie2 read alignments and the ARTIC libraries based on
the bwa mem read alignments. For the ONETest libraries, we
excluded duplicate reads, but for the ARTIC libraries, we included
duplicate reads. Visualization of the depth of coverage profiles was
done in R using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016).

2.10. Lineage analysis

We identified the lineages of SARS-CoV-2 in the samples based
on the ONETest and ARTIC consensus sequences using pangolin
v3.0.3 (https://github.com/cov-lineages/pangolin). This tool assigns
SARS-CoV-2 lineages according to a dynamic nomenclature system
(Rambaut et al., 2020).

2.11. Data availability

The complete or near-complete consensus SARS-CoV-2 genome
sequences from the ONETest libraries are available via GISAID (acces-
sions: EPI_ISL_2648013 to EPI_ISL_2648057). All de-identified FastQ
files (with human reads removed) of the ONETest and ARTIC libraries
are available via the NCBI Short Read Archive (BioProject ID:
PRJNA741220).

3. Results

3.1. ONETest yields complete or near-complete SARS-CoV-2 genome
more often than ARTIC

The ONETest libraries of the 70 samples had a total of
»186 million paired-end reads, and each of the libraries had
»2.66 million paired-end reads on average (range, »0.45 to
»6.14 million) (Table S1). This per-sample amount of sequencing is
comparable to that used in a study (Kim et al., 2021) evaluating
another target capture product (7.4 million 1 £ 100 nt filtered reads
per sample). Of the 70 ONETest libraries, 45 (64%) had a complete or
near-complete SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence that was >29,000
nucleotides (nt) long and had >90% well covered bases (>9x depth).
After sub-sampling, the ONETest libraries had a complete or near-
complete genome sequence for 39 (56%) of the samples (this percent
was identical for all the 3 sets of sub-samples). Additionally, we proc-
essed 48 (69%) of the 70 samples using ARTIC. The ARTIC libraries
had a total of »30 million paired-end reads, and each of the libraries
had »0.63 million paired-end reads on average (range, »0.20 to »2.1
million) (Table S1). This amount of sequencing was comparable to
that in the ARTIC experiments performed by other groups (Figure
S1). Of the 48 ARTIC libraries, 25 (52%) had a complete or near-com-
plete SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence.

When considering the 48 samples for which both ONETest and
ARTIC libraries were made, the mean percent poorly covered posi-
tions in the ONETest sequences was 23% (range, 0% to 100%), whereas
that in the ARTIC sequences was 25% (range, 3% to 99%) (Table S1).
For 31 (71%) of the samples, there was sufficient sequence
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ig. 3. Relationship between the percent of well covered positions in the SARS-CoV-2
enome sequences from the ONETest and ARTIC libraries and the Ct values of the
ARS-CoV-2 N gene. Well covered positions in the SARS-CoV-2 genome were sup-
orted by at least 10 reads. The Ct values were obtained using the OSANG PCR assay. Ct
alues were available for only 50 of the 70 samples analyzed in this study (for 50 out
f the 70 ONETest libraries, and for 32 out of the 48 ARTIC libraries). Lines of best fit
nd 95% confidence intervals around the lines were estimated using local regression
R.
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information in both the ONETest and ARTIC libraries so that lineage
could be assigned to both the ONETest and ARTIC sequences using
pangolin (see below), regardless of whether or not the genome
sequences were complete or near-complete. We focused on these
lineage-assigned matched ONETest and ARTIC library pairs to com-
pare the genome sequences from the 2 methodologies.

In the matched ONETest and ARTIC library pairs, there were fewer
poorly covered positions (<10x depth) across the SARS-CoV-2
genome in the ONETest libraries than in the ARTIC libraries (Fig. 2;
Figure S2). Some of this difference may be explained by the fact that
the ONETest libraries were sequenced deeper than the ARTIC libraries
(almost 4 times deeper on average). However, a sub-sampling analy-
sis indicated that even at similar sequencing depths, the ONETest
libraries yielded better sequence coverage than the ARTIC libraries
(Figure S3).

3.2. Regions with poorer sequence coverage in the ARTIC libraries than
the ONETest libraries

While there were several regions of the SARS-CoV-2 genome in
the ARTIC libraries that had poor sequence coverage compared to the
ONETest libraries, we closely examined one region that had particu-
larly poor sequence coverage in the ARTIC libraries (Fig. 2). We
observed that depth of coverage was generally poor in the »19,900-
20,500 region of the SARS-CoV-2 genome in the ARTIC libraries
(Fig. 2). This region is targeted by the ARTIC primer pairs 66_LEFT/
66_RIGHT (pool 2, MN908947.3: 19,844-20,255) and 67_LEFT/
67_RIGHT (pool 1, MN908947.3: 20,172-20,572). In contrast, the
»19,900-20,500 region was well covered overall in the ONETest
libraries (Fig. 2). For example, depth of coverage across the SARS-
CoV-2 genome in the ARTIC library of sample 27 was high (mean,
2,592x), except in that region amplified by the 2 primer pairs (visual-
ized using IGV (Robinson et al., 2011) in Figure S4); on the other
hand, the ONETest library of sample 27 had high depth of coverage
across the entire genome of the virus (mean, 1,237x), even in the
region targeted by those 2 problematic ARTIC PCR primer pairs
(Figure S4).

3.3. Negative correlation between the percent of well covered positions
in the SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences from the ONETest and ARTIC
libraries and the Ct values from a PCR test

In some ONETest and ARTIC libraries, incomplete SARS-CoV-2
genome sequences might have arisen from low-titer samples. To test
ig. 2. Aggregate summary of sequence coverage over the SARS-CoV-2 genome in the
NETest and ARTIC libraries from the samples examined in this study. Here, we con-
idered only the 31 samples for which lineage could be assigned to both its ONETest
nd ARTIC sequences using pangolin. For each position in the SARS-CoV-2 reference
equence targeted by the ARTIC PCR primers (MN996528.1: 30 to 29,866), we com-
uted the percentage of samples in which its depth of sequence coverage was >9
xcluding duplicates for the ONETest libraries and including duplicates for the ARTIC
braries). This percentage was averaged across the positions of each 200 nt partially
verlapping window across the genome (skip size of 50 nt). Poorly covered regions in
e SARS-CoV-2 genome appear as troughs below the dashed line.
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this, we examined the relationship between the percent of well cov-
ered positions in the SARS-CoV-2 genome in the ONETest and ARTIC
libraries and the Ct values obtained using the OSANG PCR assay.
Because the N gene was the only gene that was detected by the PCR
assay in the 50 samples for which Ct values were available, we ana-
lyzed the Ct values of only the N gene (nevertheless, within each
sample, the Ct values of the 3 genes were highly similar; see Table
S1). The percent of well covered positions in the SARS-CoV-2 genome
was negatively correlated in the ONETest and ARTIC libraries (Fig. 3).
Recovery of the SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence was poor at a Ct value
of »30 or higher in the ONETest and ARTIC libraries (Fig. 3).
3.4. ONETest and ARTIC determined SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences
with concordant lineage assignments

For 31 samples, the consensus sequences from both the ONETest
and ARTIC libraries could be assigned to a SARS-CoV-2 lineage using
pangolin. In 24 (77%) of these samples, the lineage assignment was
identical for the ONETest and ARTIC libraries (e.g., in sample 50, both
the ONETest and ARTIC sequences were assigned to B.1.509). In the
other 7 samples, the lineage assignment was nevertheless in the
same major lineage (e.g., in sample 46, both the ONETest and ARTIC
sequences were assigned to the B.1 lineage rather than the A.1 line-
age). These differences in lineage assignment likely stemmed from
differences in sequence coverage between the ONETest and ARTIC
libraries. In the 7 samples, the mean difference in percent poorly cov-
ered positions between the ARTIC and ONETest sequences was 6.6%.
3.5. SARS-CoV-2 lineages detected in the ONETest libraries

Of the 70 samples sequenced in this study using the ONETest, 45
had a complete or near-complete SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence. We
found 14 genetically distinct SARS-CoV-2 lineages (as assigned by
pangolin) to the ONETest sequences of the samples (Fig. 4).



Fig. 4. SARS-CoV-2 lineages identified in the samples examined in this study using the
ONETest. Lineage was assigned to the complete or near-complete SARS-CoV-2 genome
sequences from the ONETest libraries of 37 samples.
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4. Discussion

Vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 are presently being administered
around the globe, but we have yet to see how effectively the vaccines
will protect our populations from the new variants of concerns. Hav-
ing multiple technologies in our SARS-CoV-2 genome sequencing
toolbox should help to heighten our vigilance towards new SARS-
CoV-2 variants that may escape our vaccines. Here, we propose the
ONETest target capture NGS methodology to sequence the SARS-
CoV-2 genome to aid in efforts to track SARS-CoV-2 variants.

Using the ONETest and ARTIC, we sequenced SARS-CoV-2
genomes from archived samples in which SARS-CoV-2 had been
detected by a FDA EUA qualitative PCR assay. Our data demonstrate
that the ONETest can yield complete SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences
more often than ARTIC (64% vs 52%). The ability of the ONETest and
the ARTIC to recover complete or near-complete SARS-CoV-2
genomes begins to decline at a similar Ct value (»30 as per a PCR
assay), indicating that the partial genome sequences from some of
the ONETest and ARTIC libraries were likely due to low viral titre.
While relatively shallow sequencing of the ARTIC libraries may
account for some of the other poorly covered regions, a sub-sampling
analysis indicates that the ONETest produces complete genome
sequences more often than ARTIC even at about one fourth the
amount of sequencing on average. Nonetheless, there are consis-
tently poorly covered regions in the SARS-CoV-2 genome across the
ARTIC libraries. In particular, the »19,900-20,500 SARS-CoV-2
genome region targeted by 2 ARTIC PCR primer pairs (e.g., sample
27) is poorly covered in many ARTIC libraries, even though other
genomic regions in the same libraries are well covered. As shown by
an analysis of the SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences deposited in
GISAID (Cotten et al., 2021), many publicly available sequences con-
tain problematic regions (i.e., contiguous stretches of 200 Ns) around
the 20,000th nucleotide position. Many of the genome sequences
were produced using an amplicon NGS methodology, in particular
ARTIC. Furthermore, by comparing the lineage assignments of the
ONETest and ARTIC sequences, which are generally concordant, we
show that the ONETest can provide quality genome sequences to
study the evolution and epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2.

Target capture NGS methodologies, such as the ONETest, can
detect mutations that impact the performance of amplicon NGS
methodologies, such as ARTIC. Kim et al., (2021) showed a case in
which target capture NGS detected a large 382 nt deletion in the
ORF8 gene of SARS-CoV-2 that ablated sequence coverage in 4
contiguous genes (ORF3a, E, M, and ORF6) in the ARTIC library due to
PCR amplification failure. Although we did not encounter such a dra-
matic case in this study, we anticipate that as we sequence more
samples using the ONETest, the ONETest will detect large deletions in
the SARS-CoV-2 genome that could severely reduce sequence cover-
age when using amplicon NGS methodologies. This advantage of tar-
get capture NGS approaches is important as new SARS-CoV-2 genetic
mutations of unpredictable nature continue to emerge.

The ONETest was performed manually in this study. Library prep-
aration (library construction plus target capture) took a total of
25.5 hours (Fig. 1), taking extracted RNA as the input. At the time of
this writing, Fusion Genomics Corp. is developing and testing a fully
automated ONETest workflow. In the automated ONETest workflow,
the target capture step is reduced to 8.5 hours from 16.5 hours,
thereby shortening the library preparation time from 25.5 hours to
17.5 hours. This reduced time is still longer than the library prepara-
tion time of the ARTIC workflow of 9 hours (5 hours of library con-
struction plus 4 hours of target-specific multiplex PCR amplification),
but the hands-on time of both the ONETest and ARTIC, when auto-
mated, will be the same. Moreover, the ONETest, when automated,
allows for flexible sample batching. When automated using a robotic
liquid handling platform, 24 to 96 ONETest libraries can be processed
in a single run. Alternatively, when automated using a “lab on a chip”
technology, 1 to 4 ONETest libraries can be built in a single run pro-
viding a simplified solution for low throughput labs wishing to per-
form this assay. With automation, the complexity of the ONETest
workflow, as compared to a PCR amplicon-based workflow, should
no longer be a barrier for laboratories with access to the appropriate
equipment.

Our data show the ability of the ONETest to determine the
genome sequences of SARS-CoV-2 in respiratory samples. Impor-
tantly, our data indicate that the ONETest is less prone to loss of
sequence coverage that may be caused by poor or failed target bind-
ing (e.g., the amplicon dropouts in the ARTIC libraries shown here
and in studies by other groups), which can ultimately result in inac-
curate SARS-CoV-2 genotyping and lineage identification. The added
value of the ONETest to characterize multiple respiratory pathogens,
although not assessed in this study, should help us to better under-
stand the epidemiology of respiratory pathogens in the post COVID-
19 era.
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